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A design that honours the simplicity of the past  

and embraces the innovation of the present.   

Fabric 
Care

Designed for busy lifestyles, our exclusive  
stretch fabrics are machine washable –  

keeping your 1977 Sofa looking it’s best. 

King Living fabrics are 
designed in house.

For more information
visit kingliving.com

Composition: 99% Polyester, 1% Spandex

Care Instructions: Gentle dry-clean, machine washable at 
40°. Do not bleach. Do not iron. Tumble dry cool setting. 
Always protect fabric from direct sunlight. Dye lots can 
vary over time. Pilling may naturally occur. Professional 
cleaning recommended. 

TEMPEST
by King Living

Composition: 100% Polyester

Care Instructions: Cold machine wash with a mild detergent. 
Do not bleach. Do not iron. Do not dry clean. Fabric with a 
pile may shade. Always protect fabric from direct sunlight. 
Dye lots can vary overtime. Pilling may naturally occur. 
Professional cleaning recommended.

LEURA STRETCH
by King Living



A CELEBRATION 
OF THE PAST, 
REIMAGINED FOR 
TODAY

Redefining the meaning of timeless, the 1977 Sofa is a 
reimagining of our Award Sofa, first released in 1977 –  
the year King Living began. Our in-house design team  
has retained the integrity of the classic style and enhanced 
 it with five decades of King Living engineering – crafted for 
the lifestyles and comfort of today. 

Tailored, removable covers –  
replace, refresh and update.

Our removable covers are fitted to each sofa module – 
giving you the freedom to update the look of your sofa to 
suit different seasons or fabric design trends while offering 
a practical cleaning solution. New sofa covers are ordered 
online via our dedicated King Care team, who provide an 
end-to-end recovering service. 

1977 Sofa Recovering

Learn how to  
remove your covers

“There’s no better way 
to celebrate our heritage 
than to bring back our first 
iconic design.”

- David King, Founder 

The Award - the original King Living sofa


